Abstract: Spacecrafts in geostationary orbit are subject to a complex set of disturbances that involve changes in orbital parameters. Corrections to the orbit are regularly carried out to keep the satellite at a given point of standing. The geostationary satellites must be moved to the disposal orbit after finishing their service life. Otherwise they begin to move towards the nearest stable point of libration and to make oscillatory movements in longitude, regularly approaching different satellites, which creates a threat of collision. The theory of motion for large space objects is well developed and their movement is predictable. However, small-sized fragments of space debris, are highly susceptible to difficult-to-predict non-gravitational disturbances. It is important to study the orbital motion of space objects that perform libration movements near 75 ∘ E, where the majority of Russian working geostationary satellites are located. Optical measurements at observatories in Zvenigorod, at the Terskol peak and on Sanglokh Mount (Tajikistan) of some of the librational geosynchronous objects were performed. Results of the analysis of some of the geosynchronous small-sized fragments are given.
Introduction
Geostationary orbit (GEO) is an near-Earth orbit with zero inclination and zero eccentricity. In this orbit there exists some so-called libration points, due to the difference of the Earth's equator from the circle. The maximum perturbations in the movement of space objects in GEO are experienced near the longitudes 30 ∘ and 120 ∘ E, 60 ∘ and 150 ∘ W. (2016)). In fact, there are a lot more of these space objects. Our observatories regularly detect not previously observed small-sized fragments of space debris ). In particular, the limiting magnitude of the telescope Zeiss-2000 of Terskol observatory allows us to detect and track objects down to 22 nd stellar magnitude, which corresponds to a size of less than 10 cm. In addition, the observations of space debris are conducted at the Zvenigorod observatory. In 2016, after the restoration of the telescope Zeiss-1000, we started joint observations at the Sanglokh observatory of the Institute of Astrophysics of the Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Tajikistan (Kokhirova et al. (2016) ; Bakhtigaraev et al. (2017) ). The Camera Control module and the Apex II package developed at the Central (Pulkovo) Astronomical Observatory were used to perform the initial image reduction and for time synchronization (Devyatkin et al. (2010) ). The numerical-analytical theory of motion of artificial Earth satellites that includes all perturbing factors is used for calculations (Bakhtigaraev & Chazov (2005) ). 10 years ago it was shown that the greatest the danger to the functioning geostationary satellites is danger of collision with space objects performing librational motion (Klishin et al. (2007) ). Space debris have small dimensions and large values of the area-to-mass ratio. The influence of nongravitational perturbations on the orbital motion and the evolution of the orbits of these fragments requires consideration of the rotation parameters. The pressure of solar radiation causes not only difficult to predict the changes of the orbital parameters, but also leads to changes in the eccentricity. Continuous positional and photometric observations of objects in the region near the libration points of 75 ∘ E is required to predict the situation. Below are examples of investigations of the motion of geosynchronous objects around the point at 75 ∘ E and the threat of small fragments of space debris.
Investigations of geosynchronous objects
The equatorial region in geosynchronous orbit near the longitude 75 ∘ E is important for placing spacecrafts performing communication functions and solving scientific and industrial tasks for the Eurasian countries. The fragments of space debris cross this region at high speed. It is dangerous for active satellites approaching this region because they could cease functioning. Figure 1 shows the location of geosynchronous objects on 08.01.2017 around the point at 75
∘ E in the range of An important simplifying assumption, that variations of the area-to-mass ratio could be approximated with a smooth function, was made. The model was composed of four curves on the interval of a single period (392 days). Each curve was a section of a sinusoid with a period of 196 days. The following approximation formula for calculating the parameter for a single-period (392 days) interval was derived in the end:
Each certain short interval consists of 98 days, while t 0 corresponds to its center. a is the approximate value of A/m at t 0 , and b is the amplitude of an ascending or a descending sinusoid branch ). The maximum value of the standard deviation of the area-to- mass ratio that was obtained by least squares method was 0.007 m 2 /kg.
The graph of this model is given in Figure 5 . Knowledge of such features of the movement allowed us to improve the accuracy of the prediction of the orbits of space debris several times. The studies were performed in the framework of the international program "Astronomy in the Elbrus region". The Table 1 shows orbital elements with their accuracy of Fengyun 2D Deb object from observations at the Terskol Peak observatory. Measurements made from 10.10.2017 to 06.11.2017. 
Conclusions
Space objects in geosynchronous orbit of the Earth experience a complex perturbation resulting in changes to the orbital parameters. To hold a geostationary satellite at a given point of standing requires regular orbit corrections. The geostationary satellites must be moved to the disposal orbit after finishing their service life. Otherwise they begin to move towards the nearest stable point of libration and to make oscillatory movements in longitude, regularly approaching different satellites, which creates a threat of collision. The light pressure is a significant perturbing factor in the orbital movement of fragments of space debris. Knowledge of changes of this parameter can improve the prediction accuracy of the orbital elements. That will reduce the likelihood of dangerous encounters of the satellites with the space debris.
Observations from 2015-2017 almost completely coincided with the results of the prediction based on the model of area-to-mass ratio variations of small-size space debris (the model was not improved by observations after 2014).
In all likelihood, V.V. Beletsky's assumption (see Beletsky (1965) ) about the stabilization of the parameters of a space object rotation due to the influence of various forces is confirmed.
